King’s High School
International

Building Men for Life

A CLEAR VISION
King’s High School is a Year 9 – 13 school for boys with clear vision and expectations for the young
men we are privileged to guide through this stage of their education.
Students are encouraged and driven to strive for personal excellence in all aspects of their lives.

Educational research and our personal experiences concur that boys learn in completely
different styles to girls. Providing a single sex environment means we can target boys’
learning needs more accurately and the result is better student outcomes in terms of
engagement and academic results. The boys are able to flourish in a positive male
environment that encourages them to be proud of themselves and celebrate their success
and their masculinity.

OUR SCHOOL
King’s High School is a state secondary school of 1000 boys. Our experience is that boys learn best in
a structured environment where boundaries and high expectations are clearly established and
communicated.
The school was entirely rebuilt in 1991; the buildings are architecturally designed, modern,
comfortable and attractive. The Board of Trustees is committed to maintaining 21st century facilities.
Information technology is integrated into all teaching spaces.

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY
King’s High School offers every young man a great opportunity to reach his potential.
A new school...a great opportunity. What can your son expect to experience at King’s High School?
Firstly, and most importantly, we are committed to providing students with a learning environment
that encourages them to attain their academic potential and ignites in them a love of learning that
will last a lifetime. Your son’s personal strengths are recognised and celebrated; his needs are
identified and addressed. Every young man is expected to apply himself to the pursuit of personal
excellence and to make the most of the opportunities he will be afforded.
Secondly, all students can choose from a wide range of cultural and sporting options. Students are
actively encouraged to participate in these activities where they are expertly supported by staff.
The experiences provided at King’s High School will assist our young men to grow in confidence,
maturity, self respect and will provide them with a stable foundation for their futures.

PROXIME ACCESSIT
CHEUNG, LONG TING

(Hugo)

Special Prize in Economics
Special Prize in Calculus
Special Prize in Statistics
The Commerce Medal
The Bell Cup for Year 13 Economics
Excellence in Accounting
Hugo came to New Zealand from Hong Kong, after some years of drifting academically and not always
receiving the support or encouragement young men everywhere need. After quitting school early and
working in a number of menial jobs, Hugo decided to take control of his own learning and immerse himself
in an English speaking culture.
In New Zealand, he has excelled academically and been a most dedicated student because he now knows
the value of education. His English, largely self taught, is now more than competent. He has been accepted
by the University of Melbourne to pursue a degree in economics.

A PLACE FOR LEARNING EXCELLENCE
Your son will be academically extended and encouraged to achieve his learning capabilities.
The primary aim at King’s High School is classroom success. Our principal focus and consideration is
ensuring that all students attain personal excellence in their academic pursuits. We boast a
committed, qualified and student-centred staff. The relationships that students and staff develop are
based on mutual respect and appreciation of each other. These positive relationships enhance and
encourage learning.
Academic success is best measured on an individual basis. Our commitment to the individual student
centres on providing him with opportunities and challenging him to fulfil his potential. Student
achievement is regularly monitored and measured. Students receive academic knowledge in practical
and theory based-classes.

A BROAD CURRICULUM
King’s provides a significant breadth of subject options so that your son can consolidate his strengths
and be exposed to and inspired by new areas of learning.
International students are given careful guidance to ensure that their option choices will lead them
on a career path beyond school. Language skills and ability are assessed on arrival at King’s; an
individual language programme is designed for each student. Students are also able to study at
differing levels to ensure that their academic opportunities are well met.

A WORLD OF SPORTING, CULTURAL & CREATIVE EXCELLENCE
There are many opportunities on offer – sport, music, drama – and through their involvement our
young men learn many lessons and build friends for life.
This involvement creates a sense of belonging, personal satisfaction from achievement and develops
within our boys an awareness of and appreciation for others.

A GREAT COMMUNITY
A strong sense of family and community awareness is honoured at King’s.
Our International Department welcomes approximately 30 students per year from countries in South
East Asia and Europe. While these students benefit from specialised English tuition, they spend the
majority of their time integrated in regular classes working alongside kiwi students building strong
relationships and adding to each other’s understanding of their respective cultures.
All international students will live with an approved caregiver; the Homestay Co-ordinator is available
at school everyday.

CONTACT
The Director of International Students
King’s High School
270 Bay View Road
Dunedin
9012
New Zealand
Telephone:
064 3 4557547
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064 3 455668
www.kingshigh.school.nz
email: office@kingshigh.school.nz

